LiveCapture provides powerful, precise, and affordable packet capture and analytic solutions for any size network up to 100G.

The Challenge

There’s more data than ever on business networks, but less precision in network analysis. Organizations are counting on their networks more than ever before, but they have less confidence in network monitoring and troubleshooting. How can network monitoring and troubleshooting be made more actionable?

The Solution

LiveCapture, an industry-leading packet capture and analysis appliance, enables real-time and post-event analytics at up to 100G. LiveCapture Engine gives IT engineers the power to resolve network and application performance issues on 1/10/40/100 Gigabit Ethernet, 802.11ac WLAN, VoIP, and video-over-IP networks. LiveCapture features both powerful network recording for capturing terabytes of traffic with no packet loss, and award-winning Omnipeek for performing real-time analysis of live network traffic and forensic network analysis of recorded traffic. Built into the LiveCapture C1100 is the capability to capture tunneled wireless traffic from WLAN controllers, enabling you to monitor, analyze, store, and troubleshoot multi-Gigabit speed 802.11ac traffic.

Additionally, LiveCapture includes Omnipeek, the Industry leading packet analysis software. Omnipeek provides rich analysis of the protocols and packets from LiveCapture. With either remote or local access, NetOps can quickly spot potential issues through situational insights and visualizations of packets under analysis.

Enterprise-wide network monitoring, packet capture, and analysis solution

LiveAction is #1 in network performance visualization and analytics, providing network professionals the situational insights needed to easily manage and control end-to-end performance of multi-domain, multi-vendor, and multi-cloud environments.

LiveAction empowers network professionals in to proactively identify, troubleshoot and resolve issues across vast hybrid environments, and to become more efficient by simplifying the management of cumbersome workflows.

With LiveCapture, you can:

- Solve network performance issues with proven workflows and analytics
- Keep business-critical services like Voice over IP (VoIP) running smoothly
- Perform transactional analysis with the ‘ultimate audit trail’ for transactions, such as e-commerce transactions
- Find proof of security attacks, including data breaches, suggested by alerts raised by other security tools
- Realize superior power and precision at a price significantly lower than other network forensics products
- See issues of network and application latency, communications quality, and capacity
- Drill down to the conversations you need to see and get the information you need to know
- Configure custom dashboard views that highlight critical network performance
LiveAction simplifies the management of complex networks by providing real-time visualization and analytics for SD-WAN, Voice, Video, and Quality of Service monitoring. Our platforms are LiveNX™ designed for large enterprises and LiveSP™ designed for Service Providers. LiveAction offers LiveCapture (Omnipliance) and Omnipeek for powerful packet capture and analytics, providing the unparalleled visibility needed to anticipate and resolve network performance issues. Learn more at www.liveaction.com.